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Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam + Siem Reap, Cambodia + Bangkok, Thailand

January 3-12, 2013
(updated 6DEC12)

Itinerary

Thursday, Jan 3 Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam Arrival   (-/-/-)

[assorted flights]

On arrival, clear Vietnamese Customs and Immigration, then meet a local guide waiting with a name sign 
outside Baggage Claim and transfer to your hotel.

ROYAL LOTUS HOTEL SAIGON
Deluxe rooms X 4 nights inc. daily breakfast
http://www.royallotushotelsaigon.com

Friday, Jan 4 Ho Chi Minh City  (B/L/-)

Ho Chi Minh City, or Saigon as it is still known to many, is Vietnam's largest city with a growing population of 
about 7 million.  Despite the fact that modern high-rise buildings have begun to dominate the skyline, there are 
still many fine examples of French Colonial architecture, such as the Notre Dame Cathedral, the Old Saigon 
Post Office, and the former Hotel deVille.  A stroll down Dong Khoi Street, the “Rue Catinat” of Graham 
Greene's The Quiet American, will reveal more colonial classics like the Continental and Grand Hotels, as well 
as dozens of boutiques and galleries.

9:00AM-12:00 Noon – Meetings at the hotel (meeting room confirmed).

12:00 Noon – Depart for Harvard/Fulbright Economics Teaching Program (District 3) by bus.  Box lunch 
served at the Center (sandwiches/soft drinks).

Afternoon – Walking tour with Dr. Shultz.

7:00PM – This evening, a Reception with local business and academic colleagues at the Majestic Hotel (M 
Bar, finger food & snacks + 1 hour free-flow beer and soft drinks).

Saturday, Jan 5 Ho Chi Minh City   (B/L/-)

After breakfast this morning, depart on an excursion to see the highlights of the city, including the 
Reunification Palace (once known as the Presidential Palace).  It was toward this building that the first 

http://www.royallotushotelsaigon.com


Communist tanks rolled into Saigon on the morning of April 30, 1975.  After crashing through the gate, a 
soldier ran into the building and unfurled a Viet Cong flag from the fourth-floor balcony.  The rest, as they say, 
is history.  Also visit the War Remnants Museum, which offers a different perspective on the "American War."  
Military equipment and evidence supporting allegations of war atrocities committed by the enemies of 
Communism in the 1960’s and 1970’s.  Additional sightseeing as time permits.

Lunch at Vietnam House before returning to the hotel.  Afternoon free.

Optional (at extra charge, not included): A tour of the extraordinary Cu Chi Tunnels .  During the war for 
independence, “Viet Cong” guerillas built the labyrinth of narrow tunnels virtually underneath U.S. military 
bases, using them to hide during bombing raids and to stage surprise attacks.

Sunday, Jan 6 Vung Tau   (B/L/-)

Full day excursion to Vung Tau by hydrofoil including lunch at Binh Anh Village.

Monday, Jan 7 Ho Chi Minh City – Siem Reap, Cambodia   (B/L/-)

Full day of meetings, with bus and guide:

7:45AM – depart for Nike factory (Dong Nai Province)

Lunch – Silver Creek Resort (District 12)

Afternoon – Vietnam Brewery Ltd. (District 12)

At the conclusion of the tour, proceed directly to the airport for departure flight.

[VN815 SGN-REP 7:10PM-8:10PM]

Arrive at Siem Reap International Airport, complete Cambodian Immigration and Customs formalities, meet 
your local guide, and transfer to your hotel.

Siem Reap is the nearest town to the incomparable Khmer temple complex of Angkor.  From the 9th to 15th 
Century, Angkor was both the power base of a mighty military and political force, and the heart of a rich and 
sophisticated civilization. You’ll see massive stone monuments, wide majestic causeways, imposing gateways 
and towers, and exquisite artistry and workmanship in stone carving – all in a wonderful jungle setting.

ANGKOR CENTURY HOTEL
Superior rooms X 3 nights inc. daily buffet breakfast
www.angkorcentury.com

Tuesday, Jan 8 Siem Reap   (B/L/-)

After breakfast, meet your guide and depart from the hotel to begin your exploration with the temples of the 
Grand Circuit , beginning with Preah Khan, which originally served as both a religious university and as a 
temple.  Continue to Neak Pean, a sanctuary placed in the center of an artificial lake, connected to four 
surrounding ponds at each cardinal point.  Final visit of the morning will be to the small temple of Ta Som, a 
Buddhist temple built during the reign of King Jayavarman VII.

Lunch at Angkor Cafe.

Continue for an extensive visit of the most famous temple - magnificent Angkor Wat – by tuk-tuk. This 
architectural masterpiece was constructed over a period of about 30 years in the early 12th century by King 
Suryavarman II, coverning an area of more than 500 acres.  Enjoy exploring the many galleries with columns, 
libraries, pavilions, courtyards and ponds full of water reflecting the towering temple.  Intricately carved 
bas-reliefs extend the length of the outer walls and corridors, depicting mythological scenes and day-to-day life 
at the time of Angkor's construction, as well as more than 2,000 Apsara dancers, each displaying a unique 
“personality.”  Enjoy the sunset at the temple, when there are usually fewer visitors and the Apsaras glow in the 
most beautiful light.

Local Recommendations:  Pub Street is exactly what the name implies, with a multitude of options for casual 
dining – you’ll need a tuk-tuk to get there from the hotel.  Local tuk-tuks are usually $1-2/person/one-way ride 

http://www.angkorcentury.com


depending on distance – have the hotel help with translation if necessary, bring a hotel card along with you, 
and agree on a price before leaving.

Wednesday, Jan 9 Siem Reap   (B/L/D)

This morning, visit the ruins of the Great City of Angkor Thom, which was probably more opulent than most 
European cities in the late 12th Century.  Sites include the famous Bayon Temple, Baphoun, the Terrace of 
the Elephants and the Terrace of the Leper King.

Lunch at Viroth’s Restaurant.

Take a break from temple sightseeing this afternoon with a boat ride on the Great Tonle Sap Lake, one of 
the largest bodies of fresh water in Asia.  “Floating villages” move from place to place along the shore 
depending on the water level in the lake, which rises and falls dramatically according to the season.  Homes, 
schools, and shops of all kinds are all built on floating platforms, with small boats used for village 
transportation.

Dinner and Khmer cultural dance performance at Le Fou-Nan Restaurant this evening.

Thursday, Jan 10 Siem Reap – Bangkok, Thailand  (B/-/(snacks))

Meetings and visits today:  the Old Market, Artisans d’Angkor (a residential school/N.G.O. dedicated to the 
preservation of traditional Khmer arts of wood and stone carving), and one of the “Killing Fields” sites to put 
the recent tragic history of the country into perspective.  Lunch on your own. Also visit the Center for Khmer 
Studies (Wat Damnak, Siem Reap, ph +855 (0)63-964-385).

End at Siem Reap Int’l. Airport for the onward flight to Bangkok.

[Bangkok Airways PG914 REP-BKK 3:45PM-4:40PM]

On arrival at Bangkok’s Suvarnabhumi International Airport, clear Thai Immigration and Customs.  As you 
exit the secured area, find your guide waiting with a name sign and transfer by motorcoach to your hotel.  On 
the way into the city from the airport, the vantage point of the elevated expressway gives you a glimpse of the 
sprawling City of Angels, a landscape of striking contrasts: massive new skyscrapers, over 400 glittering 
Buddhist temples, quiet residential neighborhoods dotted with beautiful traditional wooden and colonial-style 
houses dating back to the turn of the last century, outdoor restaurants serving up taste-tempting snacks and 
savory Thai meals for a pittance, and a shopper’s dream come true – everything from modern malls with the 
latest designer brand names to family-owned specialty shops (some centuries old), and the favorite of many 
visitors – colorful, chaotic street markets.  Around virtually every street corner, a surprising little ‘treasure’ of 
some kind awaits your discovery!

7:00PM-10:00PM – Evening meeting at the hotel (Crystal Room 3-4, 3rd floor):  Chris Bruton 
(Dataconsult).  A sandwich, salad, fruit, & dessert “mini buffet” will be served in the meeting room.

CENTURY PARK HOTEL
Superior rooms X 2 nights inc. daily buffet breakfast
www.centuryparkhotel.com

Friday, Jan 11 Introduction to Bangkok   (B/L/D)

After breakfast, meet your guide in the lobby and depart on an excursion to see some of the principle 
highlights of the city, passing first through the narrow streets of Chinatown and past the colorful fresh flower 
market, Pak Klong Talad, to the historical roots of Bangkok – Rattanakosin Island.  

First stop will be at Wat Chetuphon  (also known as Wat Po), a Buddhist temple dating from the 16th Century, 
considered to be Siam’s first “university.”  The temple’s school of traditional Thai massage continues to attract 
students from all over the world.  The imposing Reclining Buddha , 46 meters in length and 15 meters high 
with beautiful inland mother of pearl soles, is also found here.

Continue to the magnificent Royal Grand Palace and Wat Phra Kaew, a Royal Temple dating back to the 
early origins of the capital in 1782, built by the founder of the reigning Chakri Dynasty, King Rama I.  The main 
chapel houses the most revered religious icon in the country, the Emerald Buddha, cloaked in seasonal 

http://www.centuryparkhotel.com


costumes of woven gold and precious gems.

Additions, renovations, and restorations throughout the Palace have resulted in the incorporation of more than 
two centuries of craftsmanship and artistic ingenuity, and reflect the very essence of Thai cultural identity.  A 
guided tour of the grounds points out several historic buildings, including the Coronation Hall, the Funeral 
Hall, the Royal Guesthouse, and the house occupied temporarily by Anna Leonowens, the English school 
teacher depicted (with considerable artistic license) in the Broadway play, “The King & I,” and more recently 
the Jodie Foster film, “Anna & The King.”

From a nearby pier, cross the river to Supatra River House Restaurant for a delicious Thai lunch.  The 
restaurant was originally the riverside residence of the lady who founded the Chao Phraya Express Boat 
Company – the public river taxi and ferry service – almost 40 years ago.  She eventually became one of the 
country’s most respected business leaders and an early champion of women’s rights.  To this day, her 
company (now run by one of her daughters) transports thousands of daily commuters along the river, and the 
restaurant offers great views of one of the busiest sections of the Chao Phraya River in addition to serving 
very nice Thai cuisine.  Meet your tour operator during lunch.

Throughout history, the waterways of Thailand have played a major role in commerce and defense, providing 
a convenient means of transportation before roads were built, as well as a focal point for holiday celebrations.  
In its early days, Bangkok was known as the “Venice of the East,” thanks to an extensive network of klongs 
(canals) linking the Chao Phraya River with inland communities and villages.

From the restaurant’s pier, board a river express boat to explore some of these canals through what are now 
the suburbs of the city.  Wooden houses on stilts, schools, temples, and shops line the banks, traders in tiny 
boats bring their wares to their customers, and the postal service and even a bank provide “floating offices.”  
Kodak Moment: Neighborhood children splashing and romping in the water, offering big smiles and friendly 
waves to foreign visitors.

See one of the most impressive monuments along the river, Wat Arun, known as the Temple of Dawn 
(although the lighting is better at sunset), and the Royal Barge Museum for a look at the ornate ceremonial 
boats used (now only rarely) by Thai Kings during the Royal Kathin Ceremony, where new saffron robes are 
presented to monks at a Royal temple.  Among them, the new Narai Song Suban Barge, christened ten 
years ago on the occasion of the 72nd birthday of His Majesty, King Bhumibol Adulyadej (Rama IX) – who now 
holds the distinction of being the longest reigning monarch in the world.  Perhaps the most dramatic Royal 
Barge is known as Suphannahongse, originally built in 1912, with a prow beautifully carved in the shape of a 
rather fierce-looking mythical golden swan (see our logo above).  When underway during the procession of 
Royal Barges, over fifty brilliantly-costumed Royal Thai Navy oarsmen make her “fly” over the water with 
paddles covered in gold, accompanied by chants and plaintive sounds of the ancient boat songs.  It is said 
that the craftsman who built the barge out of a single massive teak log threw away his tools upon its 
completion, vowing never to repeat his artistic achievement.

Return to the hotel to freshen up.

“Farewell” Dinner this evening is at AdMakers – a popular pub and Thai restaurant.  7:00PM – Depart as a 
group by Skytrain (BTS) to Ploenchit Station (the 5th stop from Victory Monument BTS Station) – the 
restaurant is directly behind the new Novotel Hotel on the south side of the street – use Exit #4 from the 
Skytrain Station.

Saturday, Jan 12 Bangkok – Chicago   (B/-/-)

Check out and return to Suvarnabhumi International Airport for the flight home.  Airport transfers provided 
(check with your guide for individual departure times from the hotel).

NOTE:  Hotel check out time is 12:00 Noon.

[assorted flights]

Bon Voyage!

* * * * *

NOTES FOR THAILAND:

1.  Thailand issues 30-day Tourist Visas to U.S. citizens on arrival at Bangkok Int’l. Airport free of charge.  



Citizens of other countries should check with their local Thai Embassy or Consulate.  Your boarding pass from 
your arrival flight plus an airline ticket or e-ticket receipt showing your departure flight may be requested by the 
Thai Immigration officer.

2.  Thailand International Airport (Departure) Tax – THB700 (approx. US$22) – as of February 1, 2007, this 
tax is now included as part of the price of all international air tickets departing from Thailand – no need to pay 
cash at the airport.

3.  Thai Baht is the preferred currency to use within the country.  Internationally-linked ATMs and bank-
operated currency exchange booths are readily available, and exchange rates are consistent between banks.  
The least favorable rates (by a wide margin) are those given by hotel cashiers.  There is no need to purchase 
baht prior to arrival – you’ll get a better rate once you’re here.  Excessively worn, torn, or mutilated US 
currency will not be accepted by local banks, exchange counters, or merchants, and is worthless to anyone 
you might give it to.

NOTES FOR CAMBODIA:

1. Cambodia issues Tourist Visas to citizens of most countries (including the USA) on arrival at Siem Reap 
Airport - US$20 cash plus 1 passport-size (4cm X 6cm) photo which you should bring along with you.  Citizens 
of other countries should check with their nearest Cambodian Embassy for current entry requirements.  
Cambodia has recently implemented a very efficient e-visa system, which can eliminate the sometimes 
lengthy wait in line for visa on arrival processing at the airport – see http://evisa.mfaic.gov.kh/e-
visa/vindex.aspx

2. Siem Reap Int'l. Airport (Departure) Tax - US$25, now included in the cost of international air tickets 
departing from Cambodia – no longer any need to pay cash at the airport.

3. We suggest bringing US$ in small denominations for any miscellaneous expenses in Cambodia -- credit 
cards are accepted only in hotels, a few shops, and larger restaurants.  If you wish to obtain cash using an 
ATM, use one of the larger banks’ ATM machines (ANZ or Cambodia Commercial Bank, for example).  Be 
aware that counterfeit US currency (allegedly originating in North Korea) is a problem in Cambodia.  Don’t 
bring Cambodian Riel OUT of the country – it’s not exchangeable.

4.  An Angkor Visitor’s Pass, which must be displayed within the historical park area, is included in the 
package.

NOTES FOR VIETNAM:

1.  A tourist visa is required for entry into Vietnam, and must be arranged prior to your departure from the 
USA.  Contact the Vietnamese Embassy in Washington, DC (visa application forms and instructions available 
on their website - http://www.vietnamembassy-usa.org)

2.  Bring US$ in small denominations for purchases made outside the hotel.  Exchange any leftover 
Vietnamese Dong to dollars prior to departure from the country.

3.  Effective November 1, 2006, the Vietnamese international airport (departure) taxes will be included in the 
cost of international airline tickets.

NOTES FOR ALL SOUTHEAST ASIAN COUNTRIES:

1.  Your passport must be valid for at least 6 months beyond the expected date of departure from the country.  
Airlines will deny boarding to any passenger who is not holding the proper documents for entry into the 
destination country.  

2.  Government fees and taxes are subject to change without notice.  Air fares are subject to change until 
tickets are issued.  Tour costs are quoted based on current foreign exchange rates, and are subject to change 
in the event of market fluctuation until final payment is made.

3.  Customs regulations for importation of goods vary by country, and it is your responsibility to comply.  If you 
intend to bring controlled items along with you (for example, alcoholic beverages, controlled medications, 
tobacco products, perfume), declare them to Customs officials and do not exceed the quantity limits allowed – 
penalties can be quite severe.  Make sure any purchases you make at any of the Duty Free shops at the 
airport are properly receipted – don’t accept any “free sample” merchandise unless it’s noted on the receipt, 
and even though some of the shops are “open plan” design and seem to be connected, do not wander 

http://evisa.mfaic.gov.kh/e
http://www.vietnamembassy-usa.org)


between them with unpaid-for merchandise or you risk being arrested for shoplifting.  In the same vein, don’t 
even think about bringing any recreational drugs with you – Asian jails are definitely not very pleasant places, 
undercover police lurk in and around nightclubs and entertainment venues, and the U.S. Embassy can do very 
little to help you if you’re caught.

4.  Penalties and/or service charges may apply for cancelation and/or changes to the agreed-upon itinerary.  
We highly recommend the purchase of individual travel insurance, which may provide valuable coverage in 
the event of unexpected occurrences while you’re traveling (flight cancelation, trip interruption, lost baggage, 
etc.), as well as for medical expenses and/or (extremely expensive) medical evacuation from areas where 
hospitals are not up to international standard (ie, Cambodia).

5.  Air tickets for local domestic and regional flights typically limit the free checked baggage allowance 
to 20kg (~44 pounds) plus one small carry-on bag, with excess baggage charges assessed at check-in.

6.  Immunizations are not required for entry into Thailand, Vietnam, or Cambodia unless you are arriving from 
a designated Yellow Fever zone.  Malaria, dengue fever, and a few other tropical diseases are endemic to all 
of Southeast Asia.  Larger cities in Thailand (Bangkok, Chiang Mai, & Phuket) are malaria-free.  We’re not 
doctors and therefore cannot provide our guests with medical advice, however we believe the most prudent 
preventative measure for everyone to take is to avoid mosquitoes – which is what local residents do.  Use 
repellent when outdoors in rural areas, wear long sleeves and long pants from dusk onward, keep doors and 
windows in your hotel room closed to keep bugs out, and use mosquito nets, repellent incense coils, and bug 
sprays if provided in your hotel room (they’re there for a reason!).  No anti-malaria medication is 100% 
effective and some types can have fairly severe side effects.  Travel medicine clinics are a better source of 
current and reliable information than most general practitioners, but also keep in mind that once they’re 
consulted, their job will be to immunize you against just about every conceivable malady even though the 
actual risk may be quite small.  Be a knowledgeable consumer before you roll up your sleeve for a bunch of 
shots!  The U.S. Centers for Disease Control website is a good place to start (www.cdc.gov/travel).

* * * * *

RESPONSIBILITY & LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

Legends of Siam Tour Co., Ltd., acts solely as an intermediary between you, your travel agent, tour operator, or group 
organizer, and local airlines, hotels, boat operators, restaurants, ground transportation companies, and other service 
providers – none of which are owned or operated by Legends of Siam or under our direct control.  In the absence of its own 
negligence, Legends cannot be held liable for loss or damage to property or injury to persons caused by any act or 
omission, intentional, negligent, or otherwise, by any of these third party suppliers.  Hotels, airlines, and other services are 
provided under terms and conditions established by the individual suppliers.  Legends of Siam, acting in its capacity as 
agent, specifically disclaims responsibility in the event any such supplier is unable to provide the agreed upon service for 
any reason (for example, overbooking of flights).  Recommendations are offered in good faith, however no warranty, 
express or implied, exists as to the suitability or quality of any product or service, or the overall enjoyment of the trip.  While 
every effort is made to provide tour arrangements exactly as described, Legends reserves the right to cancel or modify the 
itinerary at its sole discretion, particularly if necessary to insure the safety and security of our guests.  Any additional 
expenses incurred due to causes beyond our control, including (but not limited to) flight delay or cancelation, accidents, 
weather, road conditions, natural disasters, political action, terrorism, social unrest, or voluntary changes initiated or 
requested during the trip must be borne by the traveler(s).  Penalties and/or service charges may apply in the event of 
cancelation or last-minute changes to the itinerary.  No refunds will be made for any unused services.

We highly recommend the purchase of individual travel insurance, which may provide valuable financial protection in case of 
unexpected occurrences, such as flight cancelation, flight delay, interruption of the tour, cancelation penalties, medical 
expenses and evacuation in the event of an accident or illness, and loss or damage to luggage or personal belongings.

Payment for and participation in this tour implies each individual traveler’s acknowledgement and agreement to these 
conditions, including the limitations of liability as set forth above.

Should a problem arise during the course of the trip, PLEASE contact our Bangkok office immediately!  Our 
intervention can often resolve any issue that might come up quickly and easily, while a delay usually results in 

disappointment and/or added expense.

http://www.cdc.gov/travel)


Legends of Siam Tour Co., Ltd.
180/23 Sukhumvit Soi 54, Sukhumvit Road

Bangkok 10260
Thailand

Telephone (+66-2) 742-7377
Fax (+66-2) 742-7378

USA Fax (+1-619) 839-3761
Email  jeff@legendsofsiam.com

Skype  lost.jeff
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Loyola University of Chicago
Southeast Asia Study Tour – January, 2013

CONTACT INFORMATION
(to leave behind with family, friends, office)

In the event of an emergency, please call or send a fax to the hotel, as email is unreliable – it 
may not be received or read until the following business day.

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
ROYAL LOTUS HOTEL SAIGON JAN 3-7
Telephone (+84-8) 38-233-999
Fax (+84-8) 38-232-888

Siem Reap, Cambodia
ANGKOR CENTURY HOTEL JAN 7-10
Telephone (+855-63) 963-777
Fax (+855-63) 963-789

Bangkok, Thailand
CENTURY PARK HOTEL JAN 10-12
Telephone (+66-2) 246-7800
Fax (+66-2) 246-7197

Local time in Thailand, Vietnam, & Cambodia is:
12 hours AHEAD of U.S. Eastern Standard Time
13 hours AHEAD of U.S. Central Standard Time
14 hours AHEAD of U.S. Mountain Standard Time
15 hours AHEAD of U.S. Pacific Standard Time
(-1 hour during U.S. Daylight Savings)

In case of emergency, you may also contact:

Jeff Rexeisen, Managing Director
LEGENDS OF SIAM TOUR CO., LTD.
Bangkok, Thailand
Telephone (+66-2) 742-7377 (answered 24 hours by English-speaking staff)
Fax (+66-2) 742-7378
U.S.A. Fax (+1-619) 839-3761 (faxes electronically forwarded directly to Bangkok)
Email   jeff@legendsofsiam.com
Skype  lost.jeff

mailto:jeff@legendsofsiam.com

